• "Michael Colavolpe has a goofy charm as Bill” - Houston Chronicle
• "Each guy has a distinct personality and presence on stage. The fun demeanor of
Colavolpe and Tebo is balanced by the head strong Drushal. Each of their voices is
distinct and smooth. Unlike the film adaptation, each of these actors dazzle with their
stellar vocals.” - examiner.com
• "… a hilarious exchange, dance and love scene between Rosie and Bill (Michael
Colavolpe) singing “Take a Chance“"… - Hays Daily News
• "Orlando actor Michael Colavolpe, who plays potential dad Bill, was deservedly cheered
opening night. With a friendly grin and goofy affability he gives the role its comic
due." – Orlando Sentinel
• "Colavolpe, Harmon and Winsor's perfect grasp of their characters and their idiosyncrasies
keeps things rolling." – Detroit Examiner
• "…Orlando actor Michael Colavolpe…is quite funny as the over the top adventurer, Bill." –
yourewhatzhappening.com
• "…the funniest [number] may be “Take a Chance on Me,” a hilarious mating dance
between no-nonsense Rosie and confirmed bachelor Bill." – Oakland Press
• "This is Colavolpe’s first national tour, and he nails the comedy-relief role of Bill Austin, the
brash travel-writer…" – New Haven Independent
• "Colavolpe, Drushal, and Harmon as the likely fathers efficiently deliver true moments of
comedy and tenderness with Donna and Sophie…" – The Walleye Magazine
• "The three potential dads, performed with wit and grace by Michael Colavolpe, Don
Winsor, and Mark A. Harmon, have outstanding voices…" – Ventura County Star
• "As the show builds to the climactic wedding, Bill and Rosie have a comedic dalliance that’s
priceless…" – Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
• "Colavolpe, Drushal, and Harmon are all three standouts as Donna’s handsome suitors." –
StageSceneLA
• "Favorite moment: “Rosie” and “Bill”’s rendition of “If you change your mind…“ OMG those two actors were absolutely hysterical!" – TicketMaster Patron Review
• "The three prospective fathers sing well and could form a comic vaudeville act." –
Edmonton Sun
• "Michael Colavolpe gives a raunchy comedic performance as Bill Austin." –
redcarpetcrash.com
• "The three leading men, Michael Colavolpe, Mark A. Harmon, and Don Winsor, also have
great comedic timing and great voices as Bill, Harry, and Sam." – Broadway World
• "Jeff Drushal, Michael Colavolpe, and, Mark A. Harmon as the three possible dads are
great. Each one brings a fun vision and each take creative risks to make sure that their
characters are their own. They bring great comic relief to the show and are fun to
watch." – NY Theatre Guide

